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while we cant talk about cortana and the cortana family of apps yet, we did get a couple of new features
in the form of a new s mode that allows you to quickly switch between apps and a new task view where
we can see app windows (duh). you can also toggle virtual desktops now, and we can also drag apps to

a different workspace. if youre an exchange customer, youll get a native exchange client app (with
some pretty cool new features) and a new group messaging feature. new parental controls are also

present, and you can block websites with a simple click. we are also seeing some major improvements
to the file explorer, including a new ui that makes folders more easily searchable. in addition, we can
now search text files, images, and videos, and we can even use search from third-party apps like the

edge browser. in addition, windows 10 now warns if your system is running low on disk space, and
theres a new storage sense feature that helps users manage their hard drive. it also provides

suggestions based on how you use the device, and it can remind you about important files. a bunch of
new apps have been added to the windows store, including the amazon, amazon music, amazon video,

xbox, and the xbox game pass apps. we can also use a new video search tool from microsoft called
microsoft video search. the new my people app provides facebook friends, and the new timeline feature

lets us see a history of everything we do. in the settings app, we can now see an overview of our
account, including the date of the last activity, and we can add and remove accounts. in addition, we

can change our phone number now, and we can also get a new t-mobile number. there are also a bunch
of new privacy features in the form of an always on vpn, which lets us connect to a vpn without even
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having to turn on the vpn. one last thing: microsoft is deprecating the start menu and the start button in
favor of the task view. its no longer necessary to have the start menu on the taskbar, and you can now

access it by pressing windows + w shortcut.
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